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"Who!" 

 

Ye Chen stands up. 

 

This matter is related to Yunhu villa in those days, which is extremely important to Ye Chen! 

 

Lei Shuwei took out his mobile phone and operated it several times. A photo was displayed on the 

screen. 

 

He pushed the mobile phone out and said seriously: "Mr. Ye, the name of this person is Zhong Weishan. 

Five years ago, he was responsible for handling special cases in Jiangcheng and even Jiangnan province. 

He was fully responsible for the matter of Yunhu villa. At the beginning, he contacted the corpse for the 

first time." 

 

"Zhong Weishan, where are you now?" Ye Chen Dao. 

 

Hearing this, Lei Shuwei hesitated. 

 

After a long time, he said, "Zhong Weishan's life is miserable. Three years ago, his son's wedding day 

was originally a happy event. As a result, his daughter-in-law was defiled on that day. Because of the 

blow, her daughter-in-law jumped into the river. 

 

His son was also angry, killed into the Tang family in Jiangnan Province, but had not found the culprit, his 

son was killed by the powerful Tang family. 

 



Zhong Weishan's double attack, decades of calm failed, he used his power to retaliate against the Tang 

family, although seriously injured the Tang family, but he also paid a painful price, a cultivation was 

abandoned, reduced to a disabled person, and was sent to No. 1 prison in Jiangnan province. " 

 

Don't you think Tang is proud of your eyes 

 

Lei Shuwei nodded: "there is only one Tang family in Jiangnan province. Tang Ao is the owner of the 

family and the president of the Wudao Association of Jiangnan province. It is considered as the top 

power in Jiangnan province. How can the Zhong Weishan family provoke them? 

 

Alas, Zhong Weishan had no blemish in his life, but he didn't expect to move the huge Tang family when 

he was about to retire. 

 

This is also what I found when I investigated the Cloud Lake Villa recently. " 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkle with indifference. 

 

He did not expect such a thing to happen in Jiangnan province. 

 

Although absurd, but how can ordinary people play with such top power? 

 

Zhong Weishan is also a father no matter how. His son and daughter-in-law were killed by the Tang 

family, and his happy life was destroyed. It was a great blow. 

 

Don't say to use the power, even if the old life, it is estimated that we have to find a way to pry the Tang 

family. 

 

But he underestimated the strength of the Tang family in Jiangnan province. 

 

Ye Chen clapped his hand on the table and said angrily, "how can Zhong Weishan be regarded as a 

national person? Does the country care about this matter?" 

 



Lei Shuwei sighed: "Mr. Ye, the world is not as good as you think. How many unknown things are there 

under the prosperity?" 

 

"There are too many things like Zhong Weishan in Jiangnan province and even in China. In the final 

analysis, this world is a world of rights holders. There is no strength, no background, only other people 

play your part! " 

 

"Tang Yuan Xuan, the son of Tang Ao, has defiled her daughter, bought all the relationships and erased 

all the evidence. What can you do? Is it difficult to pry the Tang family 

 

"The martial arts association of Jiangnan province is not a decoration, and the state is not willing to 

touch this layer of interests unless it is absolutely necessary." 

 

"The strong martial arts are the scarce resources of China. Which one is important, Tang Ao or Zhong 

Weishan? For some interest groups, it's Tang Ao! " 

 

"I would like to move Tang Ao's son, but three years later, there is no evidence and witness. This is just 

the words of Zhong Weishan's family. How can I arrest him?" 

 

Ye Chen suppressed his anger and said, "why is Zhong Weishan in prison No.1 in Jiangnan province?" 

 

"If he can manage those things, he naturally has some strength. He should never have done anything 

wrong and rashly used public power to deal with the Tang family." Lei explained. 

 

"Take me to No.1 prison in Jiangnan Province, I want to see Zhong Weishan!" Ye Chen Dao. 

 

Lei Shuwei knew that ye Chen would make this request and nodded, but he still reminded him: "over the 

years, Zhong Weishan has changed a lot. He is very angry and will not give you a reply. You should be 

prepared mentally." 

 

"Good." 

 



…… 

 

Half an hour later, No. 1 prison in Jiangnan province. 

 

Ye Chen has the rank of major general, so he can easily enter it. 

 

Lei Shuwei arranged a dialogue room for ye Chen. 

 

After a while, Zhong Weishan, whose hands and feet were all handcuffed, was pressed in. 

 

The door is closed and all equipment is closed. 

 

This is the privilege Ye Chen can enjoy. 

 

The dim light makes the room a little quiet. 

 

Zhong Weishan's turbid and cold eyes looked at Ye Chen like this, as if he were a fierce beast who could 

eat ye Chen at any time! 

 

Ye Chen drew out a pack of cigarettes and shook in front of Zhong Weishan: "do you smoke?" 

 

Zhong Weishan didn't pay attention to it. Instead, he hit the table with his hands mixed with iron chains 

and made a sound. 

 

Ye Chen put the cigarette into his pocket and took out a photo. He put it in front of Zhong Weishan and 

asked, "do you know the two people in the photo?" 

 

Zhong Weishan glanced at the photo and roared, "go away!" 

 

"I don't care who you are, stay away from me!" 



 

Ye Chen still put the photo in front of Zhong Weishan and said, "the two people in the photo are my 

parents. They died in Yunhu villa five years ago. You were responsible for this case at that time."Zhong 

Weishan's eyes are bloodshot. He doesn't speak, but he stares at the two people in the photo. 

 

Ye Chen continued: "my experience is similar to yours. I saw my parents die in front of me, or was killed 

by a man who covered the sky with almost one hand. I was so weak that I didn't even have the right to 

resist. I know how you feel and why you hate the world 

 

Zhong Weishan's expression changed a little. 

 

Ye Chen did not stop: "I disappeared for five years. In these five years, I suffered the heaviest torture in 

the world. Life is not like death. The only reason for me to live is revenge. My anger is heavier than you, 

but I only show it to the enemy. You belong to my own kind, and you will not see it." 

 

"Today, I suddenly found that the matter of Yunhu villa is far from simple. You are the only clue, so I 

come to you." 

 

For a long time, Zhong Weishan finally said: "you go, I don't know anything." 

 

Ye Chen lit a cigarette and took a puff. His eyes were cold and suddenly said: 

 

"there are many injustices in this world. We can't choose, but there are some things you can choose. 

 

Don knows what happened to you, my son 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, Zhong Weishan stood up fiercely and roared: "don't mention the Tang family 

to Laozi!" 

 

"Get the hell out of here! I don't want to see you 

 

Ye Chen's mouth corner showed a forest cold smile, put out the smoke in the hand, stood up. 



 

He came to a mirror with his hands behind him. 

 

Ye Chen in the mirror is some ferocious. 

 

With a trace of cold blood. 

 

Seconds later, a cold voice sounded in the closed room: "let's make a deal." 

 

"I'll bring Tang yuanxuan's head and tell me everything about Yunhu villa." 
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Hearing this, Zhong Weishan, who was on the verge of the outbreak, was stunned! 

 

His eyes are bloodshot! 

 

Is gradually becoming red! 

 

Because even if he died, he could not forget the three words Tang yuanxuan! 

 

If it had not been for this animal, his son and daughter-in-law would not have died! 

 

He will not be reduced to what he is now! 

 

The original beautiful family was destroyed by the animal of Tang family! 

 

His son is only 27 years old! 



 

There is still a bright future! 

 

His daughter-in-law and her son have been in love for three years, and they have achieved good results! 

 

Maybe a year later, he can still have a grandson! 

 

But all this was destroyed by the beast! 

 

He's angry, he's growling! 

 

He is very small in front of the Tang family! 

 

What's the use of his struggle! 

 

But at this moment, the man in front of him actually said that he was willing to help him kill Tang 

yuanxuan? 

 

More to see him! 

 

How could it be! 

 

Don't you know that Tang yuanxuan's father is Tang Ao, the famous man in Jiangnan province! 

 

Chairman of Jiangnan Wudao association! 

 

189 masters in China! 

 

Who dares to provoke the whole Jiangnan province! 



 

"You go." Zhong Weishan shook his head. He almost believed it. 

 

At this time, ye Chen turns around, temperament changes, roll up on the body Tao Tian Sha meaning! 

 

Eyes are like the abyss of hell! 

 

The whole person seems to have a kind of spirit that is superior to all things and overlooks all living 

beings. 

 

This is the true face of Ye Chen. 

 

"Zhong Weishan, I'll ask you again! I'll bring you Tang yuanxuan's head and tell me everything about 

Yunhu villa! You will! " 

 

His voice is like thunder! Strike at the soul of Zhong Weishan! 

 

Zhong Weishan trembled and almost knelt on the ground. His bloodshot eyes were staring at Ye Chen 

and said, "as long as Tang yuanxuan dies, you can do anything you want me to do!" 

 

"Good." 

 

The door opens, ye Chen's figure disappears completely. 

 

The enclosed space only left Zhong Weishan Leng in situ, heart fluttering. 

 

…… 

 

Night, ink as paint. 

 



The wind howls like death's feet! 

 

Jiangnan Huatai Hotel, room 2203. 

 

Outside the door stood an old man with sharp eyes. 

 

The old man is called Tang Haishen. He is a strong martial arts man in the Tang family. He is 251 in the 

list of Chinese masters! Responsible for the safety of young master Tang yuanxuan. 

 

Tang Ao Lao, the owner of the family, had a son, so he was extremely fond of Tang yuanxuan. Tang 

yuanxuan didn't like to practice ancient martial arts, so he didn't force him to practice. 

 

Tang yuanxuan was directly equipped with the best in the family. 

 

Tang yuanxuan likes beautiful women, Tang Ao uses all means to plunder beautiful women for Tang 

yuanxuan. 

 

Tang Haishen leaned against the door, observing everything around him. From time to time, the voice of 

women groaning in the room came from his ear. 

 

Tang Hai shook his head and said to himself, "some people are born with a higher starting point than 

others. With the president of Tang, Tang yuanxuan has almost no worries in his whole life. It's a pity that 

Tang yuanxuan can inherit half of his strength." 

 

Just as he was feeling, the movement inside the house was already small. 

 

Obviously it's over. 

 

Tang Haishen looked at the time and should take the young master back. Otherwise, president Tang 

would be displeased. 

 



Just as he was about to knock on the door, his eyes suddenly found something, and his sharp eyes were 

shooting in a direction. At the end of the corridor, a young man with a duck cap appeared. The youth 

was cold and was coming towards this side. 

 

As a warrior, he felt threatened instinctively. 

 

He Mou son a congealed, knock on the door: "young master, prepare a moment, we should go home." 

 

Inside soon came the impatient voice: "urge what urge, this little don't know!" 

 

The young man in the corridor suddenly stopped and raised his head. His eyes were cold to the extreme. 

 

It was Ye Chen. 

 

"Tang yuanxuan is in it." 

 

His voice was flat. 

 

Tang Haishen rolled up his strength and asked, "who are you?" 

 

Ye Chen's mouth outlines a cold smile and says, "who am I?" 

 

"I am the one who wants his life!" 

 

At the end of the speech, Tang Haishen's face changed greatly. His strength swept over his body, and he 

rushed out like a cheetah. At the same time, he changed his fist into claw, as if tearing the air and 

locking Ye Chen's chest! 

 

This is the unique skill of Tang family, Tang Yin claw! Very fast! Amazing power! 

 



Once caught, it will pierce the heart! 

 

He killed dozens of people with this move! 

 

Without exception, he was killed on the spot! 

 

It's a real kill! 

 

Tang Haishen is very clear, this son is very dangerous, absolutely cannot take lightly!Ye Chen looks at 

Tang Hai to sink and plunder like this, without any reaction. 

 

Seeing that Tang Yin claw is about to touch Ye Chen's chest, he finally moved! 

 

There seems to be a special airflow in the whole corridor space! 

 

The next second, ye Chen's right hand is buckled on Tang Haishen's wrist! 

 

Tang Hai's face changed, "how could it be?" He wanted to take his right hand back, but he found that all 

his strength seemed to sink to the bottom of the sea! 

 

No longer hesitated, his right foot swept out gusts of strong wind toward Ye Chen! 

 

"You protect Tang yuanxuan, estimated to help him wipe a lot of buttocks, in this case, die." 

 

Language down, ye Chen's right hand directly erupts! 

 

Tang Haishen's wrist is crushed directly by Ye Chen's five fingers! 

 

Blood burst! 



 

At the same time, ye chenmeng's fist hit Tang Hai's plundered right foot! 

 

"Click!" 

 

Tang Haishen's right foot is cracked directly! 

 

Tang Hai was flustered. He found that regardless of his strength and momentum, the young man with a 

duck cap was crushed! 

 

When did this kind of top expert appear in Jiangnan province! 

 

He subconsciously wanted to run, but found that ye Chen's hand had been clasped around his neck! 

 

The powerful momentum erupted and directly hit the door of the hotel! 

 

The door is broken! Sawdust flying! 

 

But Tang Haishen also saw Ye Chen's face clearly. His pupil dilated, pointed to Ye Chen and said, "you are 

ye..." 

 

The words have not finished, ye Chen power down, Tang Haishen has been completely dead! 

 

All of a sudden, let the room a silent. 

 

A man and a woman on the bed were scared and speechless. 

 

Ye Chen shot out an air needle, directly fell on the woman's chest, the woman instantly fell into a coma. 

 



Only Tang yuanxuan in underpants is left in the room! 

 

Tang yuanxuan took a look at Tang Haishen, who fell into a pool of blood. He was completely flustered. 

He shrank to the corner and said angrily, "you What do you want to do? My father is Tang Ao, President 

of the martial arts association of Jiangnan province! " 

 

Ye Chen's cold eyes looked at Tang yuanxuan and said angrily, "three years ago, Zhong Weishan's family, 

can you remember it?" 

 

Hearing Zhong Weishan, Tang yuanxuan's eyes are full of panic. He just wants to talk. Ye Chen has 

already appeared in front of him and put a foot in his body! 

 

"Zhong Weishan has something I want, so - I'll take your life!" 

 

"Click!" 

 

Tang yuanxuan's ribs are all broken! 

 

Mouth is a big mouth spit out blood! 

 

"You can't Kill me, my dad is... " 

 

Ye Chen snorted coldly: "even if Tang Ao comes, I can't save you! Because of his life, I also want Ye Chen 

 

Hearing the word "Ye Chen", Tang yuanxuan's pupil dilated! His head is still waiting for five hours! 

 

"Click!" A crack in the neck! The head was directly taken down by him! 

 

The blood is dying! 
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Ye Chen is very clear, kill Tang yuanxuan, equal to formal and Tang Ao for the enemy. 

 

But he didn't intend to let Tang Ao go. What about the enemy. 

 

He tore part of the curtain, wrapped his head directly, then pulled the cap to the lowest and 

disappeared into the hotel. 

 

Not long after ye Chen left, the comatose woman gradually opened her eyes. When she saw a headless 

corpse lying beside her, the whole person was scared to the extreme and screamed! 

 

The sound rang through the hotel. 

 

Tang family in Jiangnan province. 

 

Tang Ao walks back and forth in the yard. He takes a look at time and frowns. 

 

It's eight o'clock in the evening, so Tang yuanxuan should be back! 

 

He asked Tang Haishen to bring Tang yuanxuan back early today. 

 

But at this point, there is no movement. 

 

He made a few phone calls, no one answered! 

 

An ominous premonition haunted him. 

 



"When Tang Hai sinks back, he will be punished severely. He has no sense of time!" 

 

Tang Ao shook his head, just about to sit down, the phone on the desk rang. 

 

"Master..." A familiar voice came from the other end of the phone. It was Tang yuanxuan's driver. 

 

"What's the matter! Don't send yuan Xuan back! " 

 

Tang Ao's tone is a little angry. 

 

"Master, young master, he..." 

 

The voice on the other end of the phone was a little flustered. 

 

Tang Ao Mou son tiny MI, aware of something wrong, said: "this boy is out of trouble again? Which little 

girl of the family is the one who is harming this time 

 

"You put him on the phone! The sky is falling, and I'm holding it down! " 

 

"You're talking, son of a bitch!" 

 

Tang Ao voice with a trace of cold, his patience is limited. 

 

The man on the other end of the phone was scared and could not care about anything more. He said, 

"master, Tang Hai is dead, and young master is dead too! The head of the young master is gone! " 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Hearing this sentence, Tang Ao's whole body swept out the extremely terrible air wave! 



 

In an instant, the teacup on his right hand broke! 

 

Five meters around the ground, all the furniture shattered! 

 

"What the hell are you talking about to me?" 

 

There was a roar of anger! 

 

The sudden blow, like a heavy hammer, severely hit Tang Ao's heart! It was as if his heart was smashed! 

 

His son is dead! 

 

No way! 

 

No way! 

 

No one in Jiangnan province is qualified to move his son! 

 

No one! 

 

The voice of the driver on the other end of the phone was shaking: "master It's true! Master, come to 

Huatai hotel to have a look! It's really a big deal! " 

 

Tang Ao step out, the ground actually split a thin hole! 

 

There is a footprint of tens of centimeters! 

 

"If you dare to deceive me, I swear, your whole family will die!" 



 

Finish speaking, Tang Ao directly pinched the mobile phone! 

 

Ten minutes later, Tang Ao appeared at Huatai hotel in Jiangnan province. 

 

The hotel siren is loud, and the surrounding area has been cordoned off. 

 

Tang Ao's face is extremely gloomy! 

 

"Sorry, people can't go in here..." 

 

As soon as the two law enforcement officers spoke, they found a wave of pressure! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Two people's bodies turned over directly, their bodies were twisted a little bit! 

 

Tang Ao directly tears the cordon, regardless of everything, came to the hotel room of the accident! 

 

When he saw the dead body of Tang Hai, his heart thumped! 

 

Something really happened! 

 

His hand uncovered the white cloth of the second corpse! 

 

When you see the headless body under the white cloth, Tang Ao Mou Zi is full of blood! 

 

"Who is it! Who dares to kill the son of Tang Ao! Who the hell is it? " 

 



Tang aomeng's fist hit the wall! 

 

The walls were smashed through! 

 

Master's anger, who can bear it! 

 

…… 

 

No. 1 prison in Jiangnan province. 

 

Ye Chen comes to the prison with the wrapped head. 

 

Prison for a number of posts, when you see ye Chen's hand holding things, Mou son a coagulation, cross 

asked: "what do you have in your hand! Open it and have a look 

 

Ye Chen glanced at two people, and did not talk nonsense. He threw the certificate out of his pocket 

directly! 

 

Those gatekeepers saw the certificate, their faces changed and they were released directly. 

 

Ye Chen comes to the enclosed space again. 

 

Zhong Weishan didn't sleep. He was handcuffed and waiting inside. 

 

Dim light, mottled light and shadow on Zhong Weishan's face, some ferocious. 

 

Zhong Weishan knows that it is the man who wants to see himself during the day. 

 

Until now, he still does not believe Ye Chen's words.He knows the situation in Jiangnan Province, and he 

knows what Tang Ao's influence means. 



 

No one dares to touch Tang Ao's son. 

 

No one! 

 

Because offending Tang Ao means offending most Wudao families in Jiangnan province. 

 

Huaxia appears to be developing with science and technology and economy, but anyone who can really 

touch something knows that Huaxia is actually in the hands of a group of ancient warriors. 

 

This group of people is so powerful that they can destroy a family or an industry. 

 

"Creak -" 

 

the iron door opened. 

 

A cool and proud young man came in with a package in his right hand. 

 

Zhong Weishan was breathless, and his bloodshot eyes were staring at the package. 

 

Because of the size of the package, it can fit a head! 

 

For decades, Zhong Weishan has not been so excited as this moment. 

 

"What you want!" 

 

Ye Chen arm a throw, that package directly and steadily fell in front of Zhong Weishan. 

 



Zhong Weishan stretched out his hand and wanted to touch it, but he found that his hand was shaking 

violently. 

 

He took a look at the young man not far away. His face was expressionless, and he had no anger or 

intention of killing people. 

 

Zhong Weishan bit his teeth, no longer hesitated, directly reached out and opened the package. 

 

The next second, he was stunned! Eyes stare to the extreme! Shock in fear! Shock and anger! 

 

Because the head in front of him is Tang yuanxuan! 

 

Even if it turns to ashes! He knows it too! 

 

This family is ruined by two animals! 

 

This beast, push him to the abyss! 

 

He thought that he would not see the animal retribution in his lifetime! 

 

But unexpectedly, this retribution, finally came! 

 

Zhong Weishan couldn't help crying any more! 

 

This tear he suppressed for three years! 

 

Regardless of his identity, he is just an old father! 

 

In the past three years, he did not dare to cry once, and even closed his eyes! 



 

Who can understand him! 

 

At the moment, his tears and snot come out, even crying like a child. 

 

Five minutes later, Zhong Weishan felt that all the restraints on his body had disappeared. He looked at 

the youth not far away with his red eyes! 

 

Just stand up! Drag the chain to come to Ye Chen's front! 

 

"Plop!" Go down on your knees! 

 

The head was pounding hard on the floor. 

 

"Bang, bang, bang!" 

 

Thank you 

 

Thousands of words are only in these two words! 

 

Ye Chen steps on, as if the ground produced a stream of air, forcefully held up Zhong Weishan. 

 

"You don't have to kneel down on me. As I said before, this is a deal. I just want to know about Yunhu 

villa." 
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Zhong Weishan woke up and nodded fiercely: "good! I'll tell you all I know. " 



 

Ye Chen did not speak, his hands behind him, waiting for Zhong Weishan's answer. 

 

Zhong Weishan took a complex look at Ye Chen and sighed: "I knew that a boy in Ye's family fell into 

Dongqian Lake. He thought he was dead, but he didn't expect that he came alive." 

 

Seeing ye Chen didn't respond, Zhong Weishan stepped into the main topic: 

 

"five years ago, I was responsible for investigating some special cases in Jiangnan province. The case of 

Yunhu villa was the most bizarre one I met that year." 

 

"Go on." Ye Chen Mou son squint, say. 

 

"When it happened, I happened to be dealing with another case in Jiangcheng, so I rushed over at the 

first time. All the people at the party were dispersed, and when I saw your parents, they were badly hurt 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and turned around and asked, "what are you talking about! Seriously hurt? Not 

dead yet? " 

 

Zhong Weishan seems to shake his head again. 

 

A few seconds later, he said: "actually, they are dead. They almost have no breath and their heartbeat 

almost stops. But judging from some symptoms, there may be a chance of survival." 

 

"Did you take them to the hospital?" Ye Chen big voice way, the tone is obviously a little excited. 

 

"Of course, I took them to the hospital at the first time, but the result of the hospital was a death 

certificate." 

 

Ye Chen Mou son is very complex, his medical skills, know that the death certificate of the hospital can 

not explain what! 



 

If he wants to, he can save nine of the ten patients with death certificates! 

 

"Mr. Ye, it's not over. The most bizarre thing happened. Originally, the corpse should be transferred to 

the forensic medicine, but suddenly a man appeared in the hospital. The man took a special document 

and said that he would take away the two bodies for half an hour." 

 

"Half an hour later, he sent the body back, but he didn't know why. He issued a document saying that 

the body didn't need forensic examination and suggested cremation directly." 

 

"At that time, I felt like a pair of big hands controlling everything. I didn't cremate immediately. I 

informed some family members and friends of the Ye family, but I don't know why. No one was willing 

to handle the cremation. Just as I was having a headache, a girl came to the hospital and said that she 

could be the family members of the Ye family... " 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen connected everything. 

 

Naturally, this girl is Sun Yi, and he has a general understanding of the latter things. 

 

But the biggest doubt appeared, why did the strange man take the body away for half an hour? 

 

And special documents. 

 

What is the research value of corpses to the dying? 

 

Moreover, ye Chen is sure, half an hour later, the body returned by the man must not be the body of his 

parents! 

 

Even the tone is more like destroying evidence. 

 

After all, once cremated, the parents would literally disappear into the world. 



 

It's impossible to find evidence again. 

 

Zhong Weishan has not finished, and continues: 

 

"I feel that something is wrong with Yunhu villa, so I have been searching through various channels in 

the past few years. During this period, I found an interesting thing. This man once met your mother in a 

coffee shop, but only half chatted, and they quarreled. Your mother left, and she was very happy It 

seems to be tough 

 

"I had saved the monitoring of that coffee shop, but I didn't expect that the next day, the file 

disappeared from my computer. I went to the coffee shop, and again, the file was lost! Not only that, 

but a day later, I saw the man again! The man only left a threat. If I investigate this matter again, my 

whole family will lose their lives! " 

 

"Later, for the sake of my family, I stopped investigating. This is all I know about Yunhu villa." 

 

Ye Chen did not speak. 

 

He was lost in thought. Zhong Weishan could not cheat himself. According to him, this man became the 

most important existence after his parents' accident. 

 

And my mother knew this man. 

 

"Do you have a picture of this man, or can you draw a general picture of this man?" Ye Chen Dao. 

 

Knowing that ye Chen would say this, Zhong Weishan said, "I wanted to investigate this man at the 

beginning, but I found that as long as he appeared, the monitoring information would be erased, but I 

should be able to draw his appearance." 

 

Ye Chen asked people to take paper and pen, Zhong Weishan drew directly following the memory. 

 



Although it is a portrait, ye Chen can vaguely imagine the other side's appearance. 

 

"This portrait is not enough. I will try to get you out of prison No.1, and there will be a special person to 

connect with you. I hope to get the true face of the other party through 3D modeling. Can you do it?" Ye 

Chen opened his mouth. 

 

Zhong Weishan thought for a while, nodded his head and said, "there should be no problem. Before I 

was in that position, I often contacted this piece." 

 

"Good." 

 

Ye Chen left the prison, and made a phone call to Ying Qing, let Ying Qing send someone to connect with 

this matter.…… 

 

At the same time, in a mansion in the capital. 

 

And the breath of a huge middle-aged man sitting under him is a piece of cross legged. 

 

The aura constantly gushed from the stone and penetrated into the man's body. 

 

The man's breath is rising and the whole house is shaking! 

 

If Zhong Weishan is here, he will surely find that this middle-aged man is the existence that threatens 

him! 

 

Suddenly, there was a knock on the door. 

 

The middle-aged man opened his eyes, and his sharp eyes shot out. The huge spirit stone under his body 

was actually directly broken! 

 

"Come in!" 



 

He yelled, the door was opened by an invisible force! 

 

The breath of the whole room was surging and palpitating. 

 

A thin man came in and knelt down in front of the middle-aged man: "Mr. Jiang, I have something 

important to report." 

 

"What's the matter?" 

 

The middle-aged man stood up and adjusted his clothes. A torrent of weather spread out. 

 

The thin man said directly: "just today, No. 1 prison in Jiangnan Province, someone saw Zhong 

Weishan." 
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The middle-aged man's expression changed, his eyes were suffused with a trace of cold, and said: "so 

many years, who will see him?" 

 

The thin man hesitated for a few seconds, or respectfully said: "according to the information of the gate 

post, it is the Chinese major general - Ye Chen." 

 

When the middle-aged man heard the words in front of him, he didn't think so. The major general was 

nothing in his eyes. But when he heard the two words of Ye Chen, his Gu Jing Bu Bo Bo's face appeared a 

trace of fright. 

 

This shock did not disappear for a long time. 

 

This name seems to wake up his dust laden years, the most disdainful memory! 



 

"Ye Chen? Is it the villain in Jiangcheng? Is that son of a bitch not dead? " 

 

The thin man nodded: "my subordinates thought it was the same name, so I made a special 

investigation. As a result, it was really the Ye family waste who fell into Dongqian Lake! Not only did he 

not die, but he also changed his mind. He even became the first person in Wudao of Jiangcheng. Not 

only that, he also killed yuan Jingfu, the top 400 master of China in wudaotai! Now he has become the 

youngest major general of the Republic It's so weird... " 

 

Hearing this, the middle-aged man's face was not surprised. Instead, he sneered: "it seems that this kind 

of evil has got any chance. The top 400 masters of China. Ha ha, this kind of rubbish, no matter how 

lucky, will only stain the blood of our Jiang family!" 

 

The thin man looked at Mr. Jiang and asked, "do you need to send someone to kill Ye Chen?" 

 

The middle-aged man shook his head: "it's not necessary to kill him. It's not necessary for us to kill him. 

It's estimated that this guy will not live long after he enters Jiangnan Province You can pay a little 

attention. " 

 

"Yes, Mr. Jiang!" 

 

The thin man soon retired. 

 

There was only a middle-aged man left in the room. His eyes looked at the direction of Jiangnan 

province through the window and said softly: 

 

"I thought you were dead, but now it seems that you are living like a cockroach. Your lives are hard and 

interesting, and you really want to think about it. However, based on your accomplishments, do you still 

want to find out about Yunhu villa? Do ants want to shake a giant tree? Look for death 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen returned to the villa and found that the living room lamp was still on. 



 

There was even television. 

 

Ye Chen opened the door, and soon saw two girls on the sofa sleeping on the sofa. 

 

Besides Sun Yi, Xia Ruoxue also came to the villa. 

 

This feeling makes Ye Chen return to the life of Jiangcheng. 

 

There are also vegetables wrapped in plastic wrap on the table. 

 

It should have been kept by the second daughter for him. 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Chen's inner softness is also touched. 

 

There is not a trace of evil spirit on the body, some only gentle. 

 

Xia Ruoxue's long eyelashes tremble slightly. She opens her eyes fiercely. When she sees Ye Chen 

standing not far away, she wakes Sun Yi with her breath. 

 

"Xiaoyizi, that bastard is back! We managed to cook a few dishes in the kitchen. The bastard didn't 

answer the phone. He came back so late! Come on, come on We've agreed to serve you with a good 

punishment 

 

Sun Yi also woke up, laughed and went directly to the table to get the food: "I'll take it and heat it up, 

xiaochenzi, but you're getting fatter and fatter If snow is very angry, you can do it 

 

Ye Chen just wanted to talk, Xia Ruoxue said: "forget it, for the sake of saving my grandmother, I'll 

forgive you once. Go to have a meal. Look at you, you are thin. I'm afraid you've been starving for a long 

time. Sun Yi and I are almost full of snacks. I wanted to celebrate the housewarming tonight, but I didn't 

expect you to be so uncooperative." 



 

Ye Chen touched his nose and said with a smile, "it's delayed to deal with some things. Have you been 

waiting for me?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue of course did not admit it, and said in duplicity: "look at your beauty, what do you think? 

Xiaoyizi and I just watched a movie and oversaw it, so we won't wait for you, have dinner... " 

 

…… 

 

The villa is very warm inside, but outside the villa is completely turbulent! 

 

The whole Jiangnan province wudaojie seems to usher in a big earthquake! 

 

Because the son of Tang Ao, President of the martial arts association of Jiangnan Province, was 

beheaded! 

 

Not even a complete body! 

 

The means are cruel! 

 

Who dares to do this! 

 

At the moment, the martial arts association of Jiangnan province is full of lights. 

 

Emergency meeting. 

 

This time, almost most of the Wudao family in Jiangnan province came. 

 

And it is a breath of terror to the extreme! 

 



Not only the Wudao family, but also some consortia from Jiangnan Province, including Xia family and 

Zhou family. 

 

All the people in this group together almost control the whole Jiangnan province. 

 

The atmosphere was extremely dignified. 

 

A pair of eyes do not dare to stand on the stage of Tang Ao. 

 

Tang Ao is a famous old laizi! 

 

Doting on my son is almost to heaven! 

 

But today, his son died! 

 

Tang Ao's face was almost iron green, although he did not speak, but a angry color, covering the whole 

audience!After a while, Tang Ao opened his mouth and almost roared out: 

 

"my son Tang yuanxuan was killed! You should all know, right? " 

 

Words fall, Tang Ao really can't help, a palm clapped in front of the marble platform, stone platform 

directly into powder! 

 

Rolling smoke and dust, covering all people's sight! 

 

A few seconds later, the smoke and dust dispersed, and Tang Ao's iron green face swept the audience: "I 

hold an emergency meeting today, only one request! Use everyone's strength to help me find the 

murderer! I will torture him to death! I will behead his family 

 

He pressed a button and a picture appeared on the big screen behind him! 



 

It was the back of a young man with a cap! 

 

It's fuzzy. 

 

But you can see the young man's right hand carrying a package! 

 

He Tang Ao is sure to be his son's head! 

 

After the incident, he checked all the surveillance, all were erased in advance! 

 

The only clue is this back photo! 

 

Or was the scenery taken by accident! 

 

Tang Ao pointed to the back of the man in the photo and said, "I want you to use all your strength to 

help me find this man! I'll catch all the men who wear this dress today 

 

"Not only that, but all the men who overlap with this figure, without alibi, will be brought along." 

 

"I don't want to let go of a thousand by mistake!" 

 

Hearing this sentence, those strong people in the field were stunned. 

 

This Tang Ao is too crazy, even if the back is the same to kill? 

 

How many angry lions can live in Jiangnan province! 

 



"What's more, since he can easily kill Tang Haishen, he is likely to be on the list of Chinese masters! 

Now, any Chinese masters list, and this figure similar, also bring all! No matter what the background is! 

Regardless of the other party's ranking! " 

 

Xia Hongye's ear is listening to Tang Ao's roar, but his eyes are tightly staring at the photo. 

 

Because the back of this man in the picture is so familiar! 

 

He seems to have seen it! 

 

No matter the body and posture, they are too familiar. 

 

His head quickly turned, suddenly, a cold and proud face appeared in his mind! 

 

Ye Chen! 
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Looking at the back of the photo, Xia Hongye twisted his brow into the character of Chuan. 

 

Ye Chen's martial arts strength, he is roughly clear, and Yuan Jingfu at the same level. 

 

Top 350 Chinese masters list! 

 

And Tang Ao's side of Tang Haishen is 251! 

 

The gap is like a gap. 

 



He shook his head. He thought too much. 

 

Ye Chen that kid who has this strength, estimated now faces Qin family to be quite choking. 

 

Although he thought so, he still sent some information to Xia Ruoxue. 

 

If Xia Ruoxue and ye Chen have been together at night, this may be ruled out. 

 

Beating around the Bush, Xia Hongye's face changed a little! 

 

Ye Chen has just come back! 

 

Is it really him? 

 

His forehead was covered with sweat and his shirt was wet through. 

 

Zhou Fulu, next to Xia Hongye, is also slightly squinting his eyes. 

 

He came to attend the meeting on behalf of the Zhou family. When he saw the back in the photo, he 

thought of Ye Chen for the first time. 

 

This figure, Jiangnan province Wudao association people naturally can not contact Ye Chen. 

 

But those who have crossed with Ye Chen will find that the momentum and posture of Ye Chen are quite 

different from those of outsiders! 

 

Extremely easy to distinguish! 

 

And the back of the photo, too much like Ye Chen! 



 

He didn't dare to stretch his mind. He planned to call ye Chen and ask about the situation when the 

meeting was over. 

 

As a friend, he didn't want the back to be ye Chen. 

 

Tang Ao's anger is not what ordinary people can bear. 

 

If ye Chen really killed Tang Ao's son, let alone his own life, Xia family and even Zhou family will be 

implicated! 

 

This is the master's anger! 

 

In addition, Tang Ao side of Ma Weiqi also found out who is the back of the photo. 

 

In his heart filled with waves, he did not expect Ye Chen to dare to move Tang Ao! 

 

It's a fuckin 'beheader! 

 

This is the face of Tang Ao! 

 

But even if he knew it was Ye Chen, he didn't dare to say anything. His eyebrow was shot into Ye Chen's 

blood essence, and he was destined to be his servant in this life. 

 

Betray Ye Chen, his spirit and soul are destroyed! 

 

he looked as like as two peas of yuan family, who had left the Black family's back and the same picture. 

 

Fortunately, Wu Qiyuan just felt familiar. He didn't associate with Ye Chen and didn't speak. There 

should be no danger for the time being. 



 

At this time, Tang Ao appeared beside Ma weiqi and said in a cold voice: "Ma weiqi, as the vice 

president, the task of finding this son will be given to you! Are you confident? " 

 

Ma Weiqi's face changed and he quickly and seriously said, "I was watching yuan Xuan grow up! If 

something happened to yuanxuan, I will find the culprit at all costs! " 

 

"Good!" Tang Ao slapped Ma Weiqi on the shoulder, "I'll give you three days! Be sure to find this 

person! This person should still be in Jiangnan province. Even if you search all over Jiangnan Province, 

you should find this son! " 

 

"Yes, president!" 

 

…… 

 

Early in the morning. 

 

The villa was silent. 

 

Ye Chen is practicing cross legged cultivation. The whole room is full of aura, and his cultivation 

gradually rises. 

 

Soon, his phone rang up, ye Chen interrupted practice, Mou son some unhappy, big night, who dare to 

call their own. 

 

When he grasped it with five fingers, his mobile phone appeared in his palm. To his surprise, it was ma 

Weiqi from the martial arts association of Jiangnan province! 

 

The call is through. 

 



"Mr. Ye, I have sent the photo to your mobile phone. Today, Tang Ao held an emergency meeting. In the 

next few days, he is bound to use the strength of the whole province to find the people in the photo! 

Mr. Ye, be more careful. " 

 

"Also, I feel that the Wu family will be suspicious of you. Please pay attention to it." 

 

The phone hung up. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the photos sent by the mailbox, without any expression. 

 

What can a single figure of the back show? 

 

Even if Tang Ao found himself again! 

 

The second tombstone of the samsara cemetery can be moved, just Tang Ao, what's the matter! 

 

It's just that his current focus is on the Cloud Lake Villa. 

 

Of course, ye Chen will not take the initiative to use the second tombstone to kill Tang Ao. 

 

This is his biggest card. 

 

If the other party comes to find death, he can't help it. 

 

Soon, Zhou home phone also called, ye Chen casually deal with a few times, then the phone off. 

 

He entered the state of cultivation again. 

 

Tonight, doomed to sleep. 



 

Tang Ao's top influence shows. 

 

In Jiangnan Province, mysterious people with a picture appeared in streets, hotels and communities. 

 

Ye Chen's back is almost known by most people. 

 

Countless men of the same figure were forcibly taken away!There is no law at all! 

 

At this moment, the power of the chairman of the Wudao Association of Jiangnan province was brought 

into full play! 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, Wujia in Jiangnan province. 

 

Even in the early morning, Wu Qiyuan also held an emergency family meeting. 

 

All the core members of the Wu family came to Qi. 

 

Wu Qiyuan opened the door to see the mountain and said, "this time, Tang Ao's business is very noisy. If 

any family has made contributions in this matter, it will be absolutely profitable without any harm! Ma 

Lao's identity and Tang Ao compared, influence too much! If we Wu family make contributions to this 

matter, Qin family will not dare to move us! " 

 

"If you look at the pictures on the screen, I always think the boy is familiar, but I can't tell you." 

 

Everyone in the Wu family took a look at the back in the photo, and their first reaction was that they 

were familiar with each other! 

 



Wu Xinlan slightly opened her mouth, and her eyes were full of horror. Ye Chen came to the door that 

day, and she paid more attention to her. Naturally, she recognized Ye Chen for the first time. 

 

Ye Chen killed Tang Ao's son? 

 

She looks a little pale, although do not believe, but from the attitude of Ye Chen that day, it seems that 

it is really his style! 

 

Is this guy dead? 

 

At this time, Wu Cheng patted the table, but also responded: "master, this guy is not the arrogant boy 

who came to our Wu family that day! Damn it, it's one hundred percent of this boy 

 

Wu Qiyuan suddenly! He finally understood why he was familiar! 

 

Yes, ye Chen! 

 

But as the owner of the house, he can't act impulsively. 

 

"A single figure is not necessarily Ye Chen. However, the boy broke my pressure that day. In terms of 

strength, he really killed Tang Haishen. Now we need to determine one thing. What was he doing a few 

hours ago?" 

 

Wu Qiyuan analyzed. 

 

Wu Cheng said with a sneer: "my master, it's so troublesome. This son's back looks like a picture. Tell 

Tang Ao directly! Tang Ao's character will never make this boy feel better. Even if it is not him, he will 

die! 

 

I've been sick of this boy and Wu Xiangming's dog for a long time! " 

 



Wu Qiyuan shook his head, looked at Wu Cheng, and said, "you think you have confirmed the identity of 

this son, and then give him to Tang Ao and tell Tang Ao's suspicious object directly. Which one will Tang 

Ao thank for the former or the latter?" 

 

Wu Chengmou son a bright, way: "of course, it is the former! If you send your enemy to your door, Tang 

Ao owes us a great favor to the Wu family! " 
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Wu Qiyuan thought for a few seconds, took a look at all the people in the Wu family and said, "who is 

willing to take this son down? Whether it's him or not, we'll have a clear interrogation! If it's really this 

son, we will abolish this boy's hands and feet, and give it to president Tang personally! " 

 

"This son has caused us a lot of losses to the Wu family, and even more offended the Qin family. 

Originally, I didn't want to embarrass this son. Now it seems that everything is doomed." 

 

Wu Cheng, with a gloomy smile on his mouth, asked directly, "master, give me this son! I will bring this 

son back 

 

Wu Qiyuan's eyes congealed, thought for a while, then changed his mind and said: "this son is not so 

easy to deal with. You can't take it alone. Maybe the traitor Wu Xiangming will protect this person." 

 

"Well, Wu Yong, Wu Cheng, you two should prepare and bring Wu Xiangming first! Wu Xiangming 

should know something about it. When everything is confirmed, it's not too late to take the boy! " 

 

At this time, Wu Xinlan said, "Dad, it's not good. Wu Xiangming and ye Chen have no relationship with 

our Wu family. Is it too much to deal with them like this..." 

 

Wu Qiyuan's eyes shot at Wu Xinlan and said seriously: "Xinlan, you are still young. Some things are not 

clear. If people don't do it for themselves, heaven will kill the earth. Society is dangerous. If the death of 

two unrelated people can save or make the Wu family stronger, this choice does not need any 

consideration! " 



 

"But Dad, Wu Xiangming used to be a member of the Wu family and has made great contributions to 

our family..." Wuhinlan road. 

 

Wu Qiyuan waved his sleeve, some angry: "you said it was once! Now wuxiangming is someone else's 

dog! How about killing it! His life is nothing to me 

 

"Wu Cheng, Wu Yong, don't go soon!" 

 

"Yes, master!" 

 

Wu Xinlan looked at the two people's distant figure and sighed a long sigh. She didn't know whether the 

Wu family had gone right or not. 

 

I don't know why, but she always has a premonition. 

 

…… 

 

Tinglan District, 3 buildings. 

 

Wuxiang Ming has been in the house for several days. 

 

Even eating is a takeaway. I haven't been out. 

 

He took pills, and kept practicing according to Ye Chen's Shenyan Jue. 

 

At first, I found that this skill was very complicated, which was quite different from that of Wu family. 

 

It can even be said that all the skills on the market are different! 

 



But when he practiced to the back, he found that his strength had increased by more than three times! 

 

He's sure it's the baby of the baby! 

 

Plus Ye Chen's pills, he felt that he was in front of a broad road! 

 

At the moment, he sat cross legged, with a light air flow all over his body, though very weak, but 

throughout the whole body! 

 

Suddenly, he found something, opened his eyes fiercely! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The gate was kicked open and two men appeared in front of Wu Xiangming! 

 

It's Wu Cheng and Wu Yong! 

 

Wu Xiangming stood up with a trace of coldness in his eyes and yelled: "I have no contact with Wu 

family any more. What do you do when you break into my house?" 

 

Wu Cheng laughed, looked at Wu Xiangming and said, "Oh, isn't that boy's dog? He works so hard. He's 

still practicing! If you leave Wu's house, you will work hard. " 

 

All of a sudden, Wu Yong, who had not spoken, noticed something. He turned into a shadow in his place, 

his fingers opened, and several pills appeared in his hand! 

 

It was Ye Chen who gave it to Wu Xiangming! 

 

Wu Yong's eyes fell on the pills, and his eyes became hot. Then he looked straight at Wu Xiangming and 

said, "where do you get these pills?" 



 

He found that the pill not only has a strong fragrance, but also has been refined for a long time! 

 

This Wu Xiang Ming must have a great chance! 

 

Wu Xiangming's heart was pounding, his anger was burning, and he stepped out to grab the pills! 

 

This is from Mr. Ye. It can't be obtained by outsiders! 

 

Wu Yong looked at Wu Xiangming who was rushing in and sneered: "in Wu family, my strength is far 

better than you. What qualifications do you have to dare to rob what I have in my hand. Get out!" 

 

Wu Yong blows out! 

 

Wu Xiangming didn't care about anything. He was not Wu Yong's opponent at all. He could only 

subconsciously run Shenyan Jue and gather a trace of genuine Qi onto his fist! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

A powerful force broke out! 

 

There is a gap in the ground! 

 

They both stepped back five steps! 

 

Wu Xiang Ming's face was happy and looked at his fist in horror! 

 

Mr. Ye didn't cheat him! 

 



This "Shenyan Jue" is just a miracle! 

 

And Wu Yong and Wu Cheng stare big eyes, just like sculpture, silly Leng in place! 

 

Just a few days! Wu Xiangming is so strong! 

 

Wu Yong first responded and looked at Wu Cheng on one side and said, "Wu Xiang Ming has an 

unknown secret! Wu Cheng, let's do it together! Take this traitor"Good." Wu Cheng's eyes are also hot. 

 

The next second, two figures directly rushed out! 

 

Wu Xiangming's face is not right. He has to be tough! 

 

All of a sudden, fist shadow all over the sky, the furniture of the house was destroyed! 

 

Although Wu Xiangming's accomplishments have soared, they are facing two masters of Wu family! He's 

losing! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Wu Cheng clapped his palm on Wu Xiangming's chest! 

 

The latter's body directly smashed through a wall! 

 

Wu Xiang Ming just wanted to get up. Wu Cheng's big feet have stepped on Wu Xiang Ming's body! 

 

Wu Xiangming vomited out a mouthful of blood, and his face was extremely pale. 

 

"Say, who gave you these things?" Wu Yong said coldly. 



 

"Pooh!" Wu Xiangming vomited out a mouthful of blood and water, which gradually dyed on their faces! 

 

Never give in! 

 

Wu Cheng was not used to Wu Xiangming for a long time. He hit the latter's face directly with a fist. His 

whole face was almost deformed! 

 

"Don't you want to be that boy's dog, but you let that boy come to save you, damn it! Tell me where 

these pills come from 

 

"And where is the little Ye Chen beast now?" 

 

Wu Xiangming spat out a mouthful of blood again. His cold eyes stared at Wu Cheng and said, "Mr. Ye, 

don't insult me! No one is entitled to disgrace! " 

 

Mr. Ye is ready to offend Ye! The Wu family will surely be destroyed! " 

 

Wu Cheng stepped on Wu Xiangming again and said with a smile, "he's so angry that he burned the sky. 

I might as well tell you that ye Chen himself is in danger! Whether or not you can live through tomorrow 

is an unknown question. " 

 

"Don't talk nonsense and answer our questions 

 

Wu Xiang Ming turned his head and tried to hold back the pain. He did not frown! 

 

Let him betray Ye Chen, impossible! 

 

"What the hell are you doing? I'll make you proud of yourself 

 



Wu chengmeng kicks out with a fierce kick, and his strength is strong! It directly hit Wu Xiangming's 

waist! 

 

"Click!" The bone is broken! 

 

Later, Wu Cheng stepped on Wu Xiangming's face and said in a cold voice, "I broke the most important 

bone in your body. You're a fucker in your life. I'd like to have a look. Mr. Ye, who keeps your mouth 

shut, is willing to save your abandoned dog!" 

 

"Take it away!" 

 

Wu Xiangming was dragged away by them mercilessly! 

 

But they didn't know that Wu Xiangming had just resisted the pain on his body, shaking his fingers and 

leaving a black character on the ground! 

 

This black word, cold! 

 

With endless death! 
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the second day. 

 

Mingcui Villa District, Jiangnan province. 

 

Ye Chen opened his eyes and vomited out a mouthful of turbid Qi. After one night's practice, his 

accomplishments were greatly improved. 

 



Although there is still some distance away from the fourth layer of the aerodynamic environment, the 

speed will obviously be much faster with the help of the spirit of the samsara cemetery and the pills. 

 

It is even far faster than the training speed in Kunlun. 

 

After ye Chen gets up, he finds that Sun Yi and Xia Ruoxue have left long ago. They should be dealing 

with Tianzheng Group in Jiangnan province. 

 

Last night, they reached a consensus because Sun Yi came to Jiangnan province for the first time, and Xia 

Ruoxue took care of some business affairs. 

 

After all, in terms of economy and commerce, no one in Jiangnan province can sit with Xia Jiaping. 

 

After eating the breakfast prepared by Sun Yi, ye Chen calls Ying Qing and asks about Zhong Weishan. He 

thought that Zhong Weishan should be released with the strength of the dragon spirit, but he didn't 

expect that things would be difficult. 

 

After all, Zhong Weishan abused his power, and his identity was somewhat special. Even if the dragon 

soul and the above departments were connected, he could only shorten the length of his imprisonment 

as far as possible. It was impossible for Zhong Weishan to think of it in a short time. 

 

State law, family rules. 

 

Fortunately, Yingqing has prepared scheme B and directly sent some technicians of Dragon Spirit into 

prison No.1. Today, we should be able to simulate the man's simulation picture. 

 

Ye Chen is more at ease with the work of Qing. 

 

Then, what did ye Chen think of, he called Ye Lingtian and asked him about the progress of Ye Lingtian's 

cultivation. 

 



Ye Lingtian is excited on the phone. The three skills and martial arts skills seem to make him discover the 

new world. Although he wants to abandon all the previous cultivation systems, he is shocked to find that 

his strength and speed have been improved qualitatively! After 

 

, Ye Ling Tian talked about the recent situation in Jiangnan province. Almost all of the streets are Tang 

Ao's eye liner. The whole Jiangnan province is extremely turbulent. In just one night, 36 young people 

have disappeared. These people are basically the same regardless of age or figure. 

 

Ye Lingtian let Ye Chen pay attention to some of these days. It's better not to go out unless you have to. 

 

After hanging up ye Lingtian's call, ye Chen calls Wu Xiangming again to ask about the progress of 

practicing Shenyan Jue. However, he finds that he has made three phone calls in succession and all of 

them show the status of shutting down. 

 

Ye Chen frowned. He asked Wu Xiangming to rent a house in Mingcui villa area. While practicing, he was 

on standby. Normally speaking, the other party's phone should be turned on 24 hours a day, and the 

mobile phone should be placed beside him. 

 

Why don't you answer his phone right now? 

 

Ye Chen didn't think much about it. He estimated that he was in a breakthrough state of cultivation. 

 

Another two hours later, ye Chen called Wu Xiangming again, and he still turned off the phone! 

 

Ye Chen feels a little wrong. 

 

He closed his eyes and saw two drops of special blood essence floating in the sea of knowledge! 

 

This blood essence is maweiqi and wuxiangming respectively! 

 

But the blood essence of Wu Xiang Ming was weakened a little bit. Obviously, something happened! 

 



Ye Chen's face changed slightly, took a coat and went towards Ting LAN community. 

 

The distance between the two places is very close, ye Chen is only a minute walk away. 

 

When the elevator door opened, ye Chen felt something wrong. 

 

Tinglan community is a elevator, so the elevator opened, is Wu Xiangming's residence. 

 

At the moment, the gate of wuxiangming had been blown open, and there was a mess inside. 

 

Ye Chen goes in, Mou son extremely dignified. 

 

The wall is broken, the table is broken, and there is a thin crack in the ground. 

 

There are countless blood stains on the ground. 

 

It's shocking. 

 

Obviously, there has been a battle here, and the breath is not weak. 

 

Wuxiangming should have been injured and taken away. 

 

At this critical time point, who will take wuxiangming? 

 

Is it the Qin family? 

 

Ye Chen asks ye Lingtian to keep an eye on the Qin family, which is still in Kunlun Mountain and has no 

sign of returning to Jiangnan province. 

 



No one in nanqin mountain villa can deal with Wu Xiangming. 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen Mou son shrinks, he squats down, on the ground has a blood "black" word! 

 

Although the font is crooked, ye Chen can be sure that it was left by Wu Xiangming! 

 

And it was left in a time of great despair and pain! 

 

Wu family! 

 

Ye Chen Mou son is suffused with a touch of cold. 

 

In the face of Wu Xiangming, he didn't deal with Wu family. 

 

I didn't expect that after Wu Xiangming was expelled from Wu's family, these guys didn't plan to let Wu 

Xiangming go! 

 

Beating a dog depends on its owner! 

 

What's more, Wu Xiangming is not ye Chen's dog at all! It's his men! 

 

It seems that there is no need for Wu family to exist! 

 

…… 

 

Wu family, Jiangnan province. 

 

Wu Xiangming was lying on the ground like a disabled man with blood pouring out from the corners of 

his mouth. He was extremely weak.Wu Qiyuan took a complex look at Wu Xiangming and sighed. 



 

Although he was a traitor, he was once a member of the Wu family. 

 

I didn't expect to be beaten like this by Wu Cheng and Wu Yong. The means are cruel. 

 

Why do you look at me so coldly 

 

Wu Cheng smiles awkwardly: "this Wu Xiang Ming is just a dog now. What's the difference between a 

dead dog and a living dog?" 

 

"The key point is that the dog doesn't cooperate at all. It doesn't just say the position of the little animal, 

even..." 

 

Suddenly, Wu Cheng thought of something, took a look at Wu Yong and said, "take that thing out 

quickly." 

 

Wu Yong reacted and took out some pills from his pocket. 

 

As soon as the pill came out, Wu Qiyuan's face changed! 

 

He fiercely stretched out his hand, grabbed the pills on Wu Yong's body, looked at the above Dan lines, 

and said excitedly: "this This pill is so fresh 

 

He did not care about what, directly took one, the next second, a strong smell of medicine in the body 

sent out! 

 

Wu Qiyuan is immersed in the acme! 

 

"Good! Good! Good 

 



Wu Qiyuan even said three good things. He opened his eyes fiercely, grabbed Wu Yong's hand and 

asked, "this pill is even more terrifying than the rare pill left by Wu's ancestors. In the end How did it 

come from? " 

 

"Once the Wu family has mastered the source of this pill, it will definitely become the first Wudao family 

in Jiangnan province! What will Tang Ao and the Qin family do then? " 

 

He's breathing a little bit fast! 

 

At the moment, he doesn't even care about ye Chen's affairs. For him, this pill is the greatest value! 

 

"Tell me quickly, where are you from 

 

Wu Qiyuan's fiery eyes directly stare at Wu Yong. 

 

Wu Yong and Wu Cheng look at each other, and their eyes fall on Wu Xiangming on the ground. 

 

"Master, we took this pill from him. At that time, we were eager to know the source of the pill, so we 

beat this guy like this. But this guy is too hard to say anything 

 

Wu Qiyuan took a deep look at wuxiangming on the ground, squatted down, shook the pill in his hand, 

and seriously said, "wuxiangming, where did you get this pill? If you tell me, I'll take you to the hospital 

now. Maybe your body will be saved. " 
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The word is still not clear! 

 

Wu Yong thought of something, and continued: "master, I found something yesterday. I haven't seen 

him for a few days. Wu Xiangming's strength is much stronger. I doubt that he has a great chance!" 



 

Wu, as long as you don't want to go back to Wu's house and tell me how you want to go back home 

 

Wu Xiangming suddenly laughed, and there was blood seeping from the corners of his mouth. His eyes 

were determined: "Wu Qiyuan, there are some things you are not qualified to spy on, otherwise, when 

the Wu family will be destroyed in your hands! The Wu family used to be the first family in Jiangnan 

Province, but now all these fields are because of your narrow vision! " 

 

Wu Qiyuan's face was a little angry. Just about to start, a girl came out. 

 

"Dad, what are you doing?" 

 

Wu Xinlan came in. Her face changed greatly when she saw Wu Xiangming. 

 

It's killing people! 

 

Although she knows that death is inevitable in the course of martial arts, she doesn't want her father to 

torture others like this! 

 

The key target of torture is Wu Xiangming! 

 

Wu Xiangming used to be her companion. She was magnanimous! She has admired and even admired 

since she was a child! 

 

Now being tortured by her father to this extent, she really can't look down. 

 

"Dad, why are you like this?" 

 

With that, Wu Xinlan was ready to call 120, but her cell phone disappeared before the phone was dialed. 

 



Later, he was directly pinched and exploded by Wu Qiyuan. 

 

His eyes looked at Wu Xinlan and said solemnly, "I do this for Wu family. Xinlan, if you dare to intervene 

again, you will be confined to practice immediately!" 

 

Wu Xinlan's face changed and she wanted to stop. She could only take out her handkerchief and wipe 

the blood from the corners of her mouth for Wu Xiangming. 

 

Wu Xiangming looked at the girl in front of him and nodded. It was very complicated. 

 

Wu Qiyuan continued to question: "wuxiangming, I advise you to tell us the origin of this pill! The 

refining time of this pill is no more than a month. You must know the whereabouts of the Dan 

pharmacist! As long as you tell me what you want, our Wu family will be satisfied! " 

 

"Pooh!" Wu Xiangming vomited out a mouthful of blood and said in a cold voice, "Wu Qiyuan, don't 

think about it!" 

 

Wu Qiyuan wiped the blood on his face. His eyes were cold. He just wanted to talk. His mobile phone 

rang. It was a short message. 

 

He looked at the text message and his expression became gloomy. He reached out and patted Wu 

Xiangming's almost distorted face: "Wu Xiang Ming, Wu Xiang Ming, have you ever heard the words 

Mingcui villa?" 

 

Wu Xiangming's face changed when he heard Mingcui villa! I didn't expect Mr. Ye's address was found! 

 

Damn it! 

 

His eyes were fixed on Wu Qiyuan and growled: "Wu Xiang Ming, you don't know how terrible the 

existence you are provoking! Mr. Ye wants to destroy Wu's family. It's just a matter of one hand! " 

 

"Kill my Wu family? Ha ha 



 

Wu Qiyuan laughed! 

 

Wu Cheng, Wu Yong and other experts of Wu family all laughed! 

 

Although Wu's family is declining, the lean camel is bigger than the horse! 

 

Qin family and Tang Ao want to kill Wu family easily, also impossible! Not to mention a suckling boy! 

 

Wu Qiyuan stood up, looked at several people, and said in a cold voice, "Wu Ting, Wu Yong, Wu Cheng, 

Wu Xiang Ming, since he won't say anything, go to Mingcui villa and catch the little beast! I'd like to see 

if the owner of the dog has an accident, and the dog will say something to protect him! " 

 

"Yes, master!" 

 

Wu Xinlan took a look at her father's ferocious face. She had an ominous premonition in her heart. 

 

That ye Chen always gives her an illusion of extreme danger. 

 

Although the other side is young, but this feeling is too strong. 

 

The three masters of Wu family just planned to leave. At this time, a loud noise shook the whole Wu 

family! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Wu's door directly distorted, even powerful inertia, let the door fly to the living room! It hit the ground! 

 

In the way of the three! 

 



Not only that, two bodies full of blood, directly thrown in! 

 

They are the two masters outside the Wu family! 

 

The key of the two masters, almost smashed through the chest! 

 

It's terrible! 

 

Seeing this, everyone's face changed! 

 

How dare someone make trouble in Wu's house! 

 

Soon, the figure of a young man appeared in front of everyone! 

 

The youth is cold and indifferent, his black hair is scattered and unruly, and his eyes are cold as the 

abyss. 

 

The nose is straight and straight, and the lips are thin. 

 

He stood so aloof, his hands behind him, as if there was a faint package of evil spirit. 

 

An invisible aura seems to make all the people of Wu family feel unable to breathe! 

 

It's Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes fell dead on the ground, just like the Wu Xiang Ming of the waste man!A wave of anger 

rolled up! Straight through the body! 

 

He took a step, and the ground was shaking gently. 



 

His eyes, like the ice of cold, swept all the people present, "who did it? Stand up! " 

 

His figure poured into the vast nine days, with supreme pressure! 

 

No doubt about it! 

 

No refutation! 

 

No one in Wu's family spoke. He was completely suppressed by Ye Chen's Aura! 

 

Ye Chen is another step out! 

 

There is a deep footprint on the ground! 

 

"Who did it! Stand up! " 

 

The second time! 

 

Ye Chen at the moment is strong to the extreme! 

 

All the people of his family should bear his anger! 

 

Wu Qi Yuan reaction, the old face is red, his hall master of the Black family was fooled by a stinking boy. 

 

He looked at Ye Chen and said in a cold voice, "Stinky boy, I just wanted to send someone to look for 

you. I didn't expect you sent me to the door by yourself." 

 

"Did you kill Tang yuanxuan, the son of Tang Ao?" 



 

Ye Chen raised his head and shot out his eyes like an eagle, and stepped out again! 

 

"I killed it, how about it?" 

 

Hearing this, more than a dozen people were silent! 

 

Ye Chen's voice in their heart constantly shaking, set off a burst of waves! 

 

They didn't expect that ye Chen admitted it so easily! 

 

Is this kid crazy! 

 

Even if he killed him, he has no qualification to be so unscrupulous! 

 

He offended Tang Ao! 
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Wu Qiyuan sneered: "since you admit it yourself, it would be better!" 

 

Ye Chen didn't pay attention to Wu Qiyuan at all, but took another step! 

 

At this step, there was a huge crack on the ground in front of him! 

 

As if to draw a boundary for Wu family! 

 

One side of Wu family! A hell! 



 

"For the last time, who did it! Stand up! " 

 

The third time! 

 

The momentum is magnificent! 

 

Above all things! 

 

Wu Cheng was so oppressed by this atmosphere that he stood up directly and scolded: "it was Laozi who 

did it! What the hell can you do with me? " 

 

Ye Chen's fierce eyes fell on Wu Cheng's body and said: "good! Now that you stand up! Is that you 

abandoned yourself, or I Ye Chen to do it. If you fight back, I will lay down a heavy hand. If you give me a 

heavy hand, I will lay a dead hand. If you do, I will destroy your Wu family. " 

 

Threat! 

 

A naked threat! 

 

Shan Wu, who can think of killing a horse! 

 

Dare to threaten to exterminate the family! 

 

Wu province is one of the top families in the south of the Yangtze River! 

 

It's so arrogant! 

 

Wu Cheng's feeling at the moment is like a big hand holding his throat. It's very hard! 

 



"You son of a bitch, go to hell!" 

 

Wu Cheng rushes towards Ye Chen! Like an angry lion! 

 

His whole body seems to be with a storm, the strength of the surrounding small gravel are flying up! 

 

Ye Chen glanced at each other faintly and said, "since you fight back, I will be heavy handed!" 

 

At the same time, ye Chen made a fist! There is no empty move in this punch! 

 

Under the operation of genuine Qi, we can achieve the power of ten thousand jin! 

 

His arm is curled up the gust of air and evil spirit, extremely frightening! 

 

Wu Cheng's eyes trembled. Under a fist, he felt a cold sense of crisis! 

 

It felt like a snake biting his body! 

 

He subconsciously tried to dodge, but it was too late! 

 

The two fists hit each other! 

 

A force of destroying the weak and decaying suddenly broke out! 

 

"Boom 

 

Although there is no sound of bone fracture! 

 

But something more strange happened! 



 

Wu Cheng's right arm burst open! Turn into a blood mist! 

 

Blood gradually stained on Wu Cheng's face! 

 

Wu Cheng's face was ferocious and cried out. The strong pain even made him want to go crazy! 

 

But the pain just started, ye Chen's fist did not stop at all! 

 

The knot solid smashed on Wu Cheng's body! 

 

Wu Cheng's chest suddenly appeared the sound of bone fracture! 

 

Ye Chen changed his fist to palm and clapped it fiercely! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Wu Cheng's body heavily hit the ground! 

 

The dust is splashing! 

 

"Ah Wu Cheng couldn't bear it any more. He cried out directly and spat blood in his mouth! 

 

Ye Chen sweeps the wound of Wu Xiang Ming, Mou Zi is cold, big foot stepped on Wu Cheng's waist 

directly! 

 

Tit for tat! 

 

"Click, click, click!" 



 

Bone fracture again! Even some bones have been inserted into the heart of Wu Cheng! 

 

At this moment, Wu Cheng's eyes only fear! 

 

Devil! crazy! 

 

It all happened so fast! 

 

Not far away, Wu Yong and Wu Ting finally reacted and came to Ye Chen: "boy, look for death! The 

people of Wu family dare to move 

 

Ye Chen ignored the two men and looked at Wu Cheng, and his cold voice rang out: "I also said that if 

you lay heavy hands on me, I will die! No one can save you! " 

 

Ye Chen's feet roll up bursts of strength, directly step down! Through the chest of Wu Cheng! 

 

Wu Cheng's eyes widened, and there was no vitality in an instant! 

 

Wu Yong and Wu Ting, who quickly plundered to see this scene, changed their faces. Who could have 

thought that ye Chen not only dared to enter Wu's house alone! I dare to kill in front of so many people 

in the Wu family! 

 

Don't you want to die! 

 

"Since you want to die, we Wu family will help you!" 

 

Two people's hands is a short knife, directly toward Ye Chen cut! 

 

Ye Chen hums coldly, step out, Canglong phantom body definitely swam! 



 

Wu Ting and Wu Yong's knife instantly cut in the shadow above! Two people's faces a stagnation! 

 

I can't believe Ye Chen's speed is so fast, such as ghosts! 

 

At the moment when they were looking for ye Chen's figure, a strong wind swept over! One hand 

directly clasped Wu Ting's wrist! 

 

"Click!" A sound, the wrist breaks, the short knife falls directly, was caught by Ye Chen's other hand! 

 

Ye Chen holds the handle of the knife. The short Dao is full of Qi! The killing will break out! An arc of 

death tears the air, directly across Wu Ting's neck!The next second, blood spray, Wu Ting's body straight 

down. 

 

Wu Yong was totally surprised. Wu Ting couldn't even hold on to a move. His eyes were full of panic. He 

didn't dare to think about it. He could only gather all his strength and cut him towards Ye Chen! 

 

But, sudden change rises! 

 

The air in front of him seemed to condense suddenly, forming an air wall! 

 

No matter how he goes down! 

 

His pupils are wide, almost desperate! 

 

"What a wall! Cultivator! You are a cultivator 

 

Ye Chen naturally won't give the other side the right to speak, in the hand of the dagger shot out, 

through the air! 

 



The powerful air wave is like a dagger towards Wu Yong! 

 

Wu Yong's body flies! 

 

"Ding!" The sound of! 

 

With the sound of entering the meat, it is clearly visible! 

 

Wu Cheng's body was nailed to a wall! 

 

The key knife has not entered the wall seven or eight centimeters! 

 

This is a solid wall! 

 

Like the art of death! 

 

At this moment, the whole Wu family was silent. 

 

The eyes of all people have a touch of panic! 

 

Even some masters with similar accomplishments to these three people are shaking their bodies! 

 

The back is full of sweat. It's already wet! 

 

From Wu Cheng to Wu Ting and Wu Yong falling down one after another! 

 

Not even ten seconds! 

 

Three top experts of Wu family were killed easily? 



 

The key dead face is terrible! 

 

You're kidding! 

 

Even Wu Xiangming, the owner of the Wu family, could not have done so easily! 

 

A cold sense of death creeps into everyone's mind! 

 

They looked at Ye Chen as if they saw the devil. 

 

Ye Chen glanced at the crowd and walked step by step towards Wu Xiang Ming on the ground. 

 

Originally around wuxiangming, several powerful members of Wu family scattered in an instant! 

 

Even Wu Qiyuan, the head of the Wu family, stepped back two steps. 

 

Ye Chen takes a look at Wu Xiangming and finds that the other side is seriously injured, even a disabled 

man! 

 

He suppressed his anger, took out a pill and fed it to wuxiangming's mouth. 

 

Wu Qiyuan and many experts of Wu family saw this scene, and then they suddenly realized it! 

 

The pill is the boy's! All the secrets behind Wu Xiangming are related to this son! 

 

But even if they know what, do they dare to do it? 

 

Not at all! 



 

After the entrance of pills, wuxiangming finally felt better. 

 

"Mr. Ye, my subordinates are incompetent..." 

 

Wu Xiangming shook his voice, rather ashamed. 

 

"You just practice Shenyan Jue. If you are given another month, these people will not be able to move 

you!" 

 

Because the important bones are broken, ye Chen can't help each other up, so he stands up and shoots 

his sharp eyes at Wu Qiyuan! 

 

The culprit! 

 

"Wu Qiyuan, don't kneel down! Lead to death 

 

A voice of yelling resounded through the whole Wu family! 

 

The voice was like thunder, which exploded in the hearts of all the Wu family! 

 


